CALL FOR PAPERS

GTR14 – Giornate Tridentine di Retorica – Conference on Rhetoric

LAW, LANGUAGE & EDUCATION

June 12th – 13th, 2014

Faculty of Law, Trento (Italy)

Submission Guidelines

1. Abstracts should be submitted as a Microsoft Word Document by email no later than March 25, 2014 to: info@cermeg.it.
2. All submitted abstracts will undergo a peer review process. Notifications of acceptance/rejection will be sent by April 25, 2014.
3. Abstracts should be written in English or Italian and should not exceed 500 words, including author details (name, qualification and affiliation).
4. Conference papers will be published in the Conference Proceedings.
5. The selection of abstracts will be based on standard scientific criteria and congruence to the Conference issues (language&law; language&argumentation; language&education).


More information about GTR14 will be available on www.cermeg.it/eng/.

The address of the Planning committee is: CERMEG c/o Facoltà di Giurisprudenza, via G. Verdi 53, 38122 Trento, Italy. Email: info@cermeg.it.